The spark that integrates with your Microsoft Teams to enable your teams to better collaborate, innovate and unlock their potential.
Findings

The lack of information sharing in business is...

- "An employee loses between 4 and 6 hours a week searching for information"
  
  Knowledge sharing changing world - (Microsoft, 2020)

- "$31.5 Billion is lost by fortune 500 companies due to lack of information sharing"
  
  (SHRM, 2018)
Give your team the superpowers they need

- **Single point of access to information**
  Find your information quickly and easily to gain in efficiency.

- **Capitalization of knowledge**
  Keep the experience of each project, gain profitability through the learning curve and produce process innovations.

- **Valuation of experts and talents**
  Let your experts shine to unleash the full power of your organization.
The « Wats in Teams » effect

Get all the power of Wats directly from Microsoft Teams
Find Information

Search for information in all existing knowledge bases

Access to the information
From question to capitalization

You don’t find the information you look for in the search result?
Ask for it!

Ask your question and receive an experts answer faster than ever.
+ The answer is capitalized
+ Yes it means as an expert, you won’t be solicited twice for the same question
Manage resources as a boss: admin features

→ Knowledge base connections
Select the relevant knowledge bases to display

→ Channel keywords selection: define keywords
Any questions with the keywords will be sent to the right channel to ensure quality and quick response!
Jack wants to find an information, he enters the keyword in Wats cross-platform search engine. If he does not find the information he needs, he can ask for it directly in Wats platform. Question will be sent directly to the relevant colleagues to answer it. With his question answered, Jack can continue his work. Question and answer are automatically accumulated in the company knowledge base, other colleagues who have the same question can directly view the answer.
Business and technology partner

Find us on: www.wats.ai